Abstract-Human brain signals obtained by the human brain sensor electrodes measure the cerebral activities on the human brain. The main aim of our research is to improve the human brain activities based on the human brain signal. The entire procedure contains three steps.
INTRODUCTION
Human brain activities related research works are contributing a most significant role in today's research world. Researchers are doing more research work based on the human brain activities. The human brain activities are mainly measured by the generated brain signal. In earlier, more research work like recognize of EEG-based emotion, effects of physical exercise, improvement of human brain signal classification, exploration of prominent frequency wave, control of wheelchair, etc. have done using the human brainwaves signal.
Human brain EEG sensors have facilitated to recognize the emotion [1] using the optimal feature selection and the deep learning ensembles method. Support vector machine (SVM) has also been [2] considered for EEG based emotion recognition. Deep Learning Network with covariate shift adaptation based on a principal component has been [3] used for the EEG-Based emotion recognition. Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) has helped to [4] improve the emotion recognition by combining the EEG feature selection and kernel classifiers. The effects [5] of a severe physical exercise based on the individual resting state EEG alpha peak frequency (iAPF) have examined using the EEG activity. Active Learning (AL) has been [6] used for improving the classification of the neural signal in a paradigm of rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP). The EEG wave of prominent frequency has been [7] explored from the network of brain sensors. EEG signal has also been [8] used to control the wheelchair with the help of design and the implementation of the braincomputer interface. It has also [9] investigated that the physiological signal based on the neural and non-neural basis has united to gather decision accuracy and selfassurance of visual and auditory subtasks performed during an executed crew-station experiment.
At present, the major challenge is to improve the human brain activities based on human brain signal which has addressed as a core investigation by proposing a new method in our research. Later aims will add to establish a proposed neuroheadset device for acquiring brain signal, controlling brain signal, developing the brain signal, improving the brain activities based on modified human brain signal by using a non-invasive technique. In this research, we discussed the acquisition of brain signal and the improvement of acquired brain signal. In the future, we will discuss the methodology for improving Copyright © 2018 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 10, 46-53 the brain activity using the modified human brain signal and about the proposed neuroheadset device. In this research, we have acquired the EEG-based brain signal using non-invasive signal acquisition technique and also demonstrated the proposed method to improve the brain signal with necessary iteration process. After the acquisition of brain signal, we digitized, pre-processed, and extracted features of the brain signal. In next, we applied the proposed method for improving the brain signal. In this research, analog to digital converter (ADC) helped to increase the signal strength. We have considered independent component analysis (ICA) in the level of signal pre-processing. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used to extract features from the pre-processed signal. Then, we also represented the signal data into 256 data points. Our proposed method helped to improve the brain signal by comparing with the data points of the desired signal for every place with the necessary iteration process. The details have been described in section III. In the experiment level, we got more than ninety percent improvement rate for all participated human subjects.
II. RELATED WORKS
In [2] the year 2015 Raja Majid Mehmood and Hyo Jong Lee recognized electroencephalogram (EEG) signal based emotion using the Hjorth parameters and also the SVM classifier. In their research, they used a 10/20 internationally recognized placement system for the brain signal acquisition. Then, they used an easy cap on the Brain Vision System with eighteen electrodes for recording the acquired EEG signals. IAPS database has been used to select the different types of emotional stimuli. After recording the EEG signal, EEGLAB toolbox has used for pre-processing the signals. Then Hjorth parameters were computed in the time-frequency domain using these pre-processed signals. For the feature extraction, three Hjorth parameters have been used from the brain lobe and the selected frequency wave. Finally, the SVM classifier was used to classify the emotions.
In [10] the year 2015 Muhammad N. Fakhruzzaman, Edwin Riksakomara and Hatma Suryotrisongko identified the EEG based signal from the human brain activities with the help of EMOTIV EPOC for the motor imagery. In the data acquisition level, they used only one human subject for avoiding the different types of brain signals. In their research, right foot and left-hand moving have been considered as the activities of training. Automatic CSP filter generation has also been included in this step through one of the circumstances inside the chain. Classifier Trainer with the acquirer of input data has been introduced by the executed of next scenario. The scenario helped to read through the data when the feature vectors were extracted and then wrote all of these into one configuration file for further utilize. Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been considered in their research for the classification. In the Open Vibe, mi-csp-4-online.xml has run for executing the step of testing with the help of DSP filter. The entire testing step has been performed of 10 epochs per activity within thirty seconds per session with a five-second time-frame.
In [3] the year 2014 Suwicha Jirayucharoensak, Setha Pan-Ngum and Pasin Israsena recognized the EEG signal based emotion using the deep learning network with principle component-based covariate shift adaption (CSA). In their research, each layer has constituted with a hundred nodes. All of the input features of these nodes have calculated by using the process of feature extraction. Two hundred thirty input features composing of the power spectral density has learned by the system at each time. The principal component analysis (PCA) was used to decrease the problem of over-fitting of the DLN. The most necessary fifty components have extracted by the PCA from the first two hundred thirty input features. In each layer, DLN with fifty concealed nodes fed these extracted features. In the final step, the effectiveness of the emotion recognition system has been developed with the help of CSA to solve the problem of non-stationary in EEG signals. Here, each of the individual input features has normalized with the help of the average of preceding feature significance within a rectangular window. A leave-one-out cross-validation scheme helped to measure the accuracy level of classification of both dimensional states like valence and arousal states for the four experimental steps. In their research, the leave-one-out cross-validation has performed for the thirty-two subject acquisitions. All input features based on other thirty-one subjects helped to composite a training dataset. The power spectral features have been consisted of each dataset from the recording of the EEG signal when subjects have watched the music videos. Here, based on the gradient descent method, the DLN performed its initial bias and weight optimization to get the classification accuracy. The measurement of the accuracy of classification has counted five times. Then the average accuracy has been considered for the further analysis. At next, the hidden nodes of each layer have decreased to fifty nodes for avoiding the effects of performance accuracy. The Nonlinear Principal Component Analysis (NPCA) has performed by the auto-encoder when the visible nodes have greater than hidden nodes. The PCA has been used to help the stack of the auto-encoder for learning the linear correlations between the features of input. LIBSVM tools helped to measure the SVM classifier performance. Naï ve Bayes (NB) has also been used in WEKA tool for performing the classification of emotion.
In To find out the EEG features for the thinking types, the spectral analysis of the EEG waves has performed in Lab View. The features vector has also determined from the EEG power spectrum ratio and the number of subjects.
In [16] October 2016 Jalal Karam, Salah Al Majeed, Christofer N. Yalung and Lela Mirtskhulava established the identification of brainwaves signal using the neural network. In their research, they constructed a Radial Basis Functions (RBF) Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and implemented a BCI using a NeuroSkys EEG biosensor for the recognition from the brain signals. The two hundred fifty-six data points have been considered for each thought. In here, Bluetooth helped to send the data for the MATLAB documentation. The highest rate of recognition has been considered for "stop" and "backward" with seventy-seven percent and seventy-four percent respectively. Generally, this contribution helped to increase the machine operation performance by primarily identifying the signal in advance of transferring it as a control to the machine. Figure 1 has demonstrated the overall framework diagram for improving the human brain signal with the proposed method. The methodology has described below with the following necessary steps.
III. PROPOSED RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Signal Acquisition
For the signal acquisition, five male persons with the age level of 25-30 years old have participated as subjects in this experiment. In this research, Non-Invasive signal acquisition method like [12] Electroencephalogram (EEG) has been considered for acquiring the brain signal. EEG has [13] a high temporal resolution. The EEG signal can also be [18] able to investigate of human brain situation and detect the overall performance ability of the human. 10/20 internally recognized placement system was [2] used to collect the EEG signals. Then, an Easy Cap of Brain Vision System with 18 electrodes was considered to record the EEG signals. After that, analog to digital converter (ADC) was used to digitize the low strength signal. Acquired EEG based signals have been considered for further pre-processing after completing the signal digitization.
B. Signal Preprocessing
In the step of signal pre-processing, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) has been chosen for reducing the noise and artifacts from the signals because ICA [13] performs better results than PCA and also considered as computationally efficient. ICA also [14] contributes a most vital role in decomposing mixed data and can [17] able to find the components whose temporal patterns of the activities are statistically independent of one another.
C. Feature Extraction
After completing the signal pre-processing, necessary features have been extracted from the pre-processed signals. In this research, Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) has [13] been considered as a significant method for the analysis of frequency. FFT also [15] helps to extract the values of poor signal quality.
D. Proposed Approach
The Proposed Approach is a two-phase model which can use for improving the performance level of any activities. The main aim of this research is to develop the human brain signal with this proposed approach. The system procedural model and the mathematical procedural model have described in below: 
1) System Procedural Model
In this model, we have described the overall procedure of the system for improving the EEG based human brain signal with this proposed method. This proposed method helped to improve the human brain signal from the human brain activities. In this phase, at first, 256 data points have been considered based on the feature extracted human brain signal data. Our desired signal data has also converted into 256 data points for the same places as the acquired 256 data points of human brain signal. Then the 256 data of acquired brain signal has compared with the 256 data of desired improved signal in every iteration process. If the input data points greater than the output data points, then the input data will decrease by one in every iteration process until the match with the desired output data. If the acquired signal data for a particular place less than the desired improved signal data for that place, then the data of the input signal of that place will increase by one in every iteration process. If the acquired signal data for a particular place equal to the desired improved signal data for that place, then the data of the input signal of that place will remain unchanged. The iteration will stop while the acquired signal data closely related to the desired signal data. The improvement percentage will count after completing the every iteration process.
2) Mathematical Procedural Model
In this model, we have demonstrated the overall mathematical procedural model for improving the human brain signal. At first, we converted the feature extracted acquired signal data into two hundred fifty-six data point as input, 
After that, we have applied below three equations for every input signal data point with the required S I iteration to get the desired improved signal data point. If the input signals data point same as the output signals data point then input signal data will remain at the same value.
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If the input signals data greater than output signals data then the input signal data will decrease by 1 in the every iteration process until the match with the desired output signal data.
If the input signals data less than the output signals data then input signal data will increase by 1 in the every iteration process until the match with desired output signal data.
Where, 
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The iteration process will continue until all the input signal data meet with all the desired signal data. When the input signal data match with the desired signal data, then the iteration process will stop.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we have discussed the three parts like the experimental setup, experimental results, analysis and discussion.
A. Experimental Setup
In the experimental setup, at first five male human subjects with the age level of twenty-five to thirty years old have attended for this experiment in our experimental zone. Then an EEG-based cap has been placed in every participant's head one by one. After that, we have acquired EEG-based signal data for all participants one by one. In this experiment, the 10/20 internally recognized placement system was used to collect the EEG signal data. An Easy Cap of Brain Vision System with eighteen electrodes was used to record the EEG signal data. Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) was also used to digitize the brain signal data. After completing the step of digitization for developing the low strength signals, EEG based signals have been considered for further pre-processing steps. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was chosen to reduce the noise and artifacts from the signals in the signal pre-processing level. Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) was used to extract the features of the pre-processed signal. Then we applied the proposed method for improving the brain signal data. After completing the feature extraction, the brain signal data has converted into 256 data points. The desired output signal data has also converted into two hundred fifty-six data points as like as the same place of input signal data points. Then the all 256 input data points have been changed based on the comparison with all two hundred fifty-six output signal data points in every iteration process. The input signal data points have remained the same value when the input signal data points have the same as the output signal data points. The input signal data point has decreased by one when the input signal data point has greater than the output data point. The input signal data point has also increased by one while the input data point was less than the output signal data point. The iteration process has stopped when the input data points have matched with the desired output data points. The proposed method has also validated using the MATLAB software for the experimental evaluation and analysis.
B. Experimental Results
In the experimental result, the overall percentages of the improvement rate for the acquired human brain signal of the participated five male human subjects have presented in Table 1 Table 1 for every participant with the improvement rate. In here, 70, 84, 100, 139 and 80 times iterations have been required for getting the improvement rate 97.29%, 96.09%, 98.98%, 90.27%, and 95.33% for all the subjects respectively using the proposed method. Figure 2 has also illustrated these improvement rates of that human brain signals for required iteration process. Required iteration processes for getting these overall improvement rates of participated brain signal were seventy, eighty-four, one hundred, one hundred thirty-nine and eighty times for all the subjects respectively as shown in Table 1 . The results have demonstrated that our proposed method helped to get this significant improvement rate of human brain signal. The necessary of the iteration process for achieving fifty percent, eighty percent and ninety percent improvement rate as improving the human brain signal based on desired output signal with the help of the proposed approach has described in Table 2 . From this table, it has demonstrated that the required iteration processes for achieving the fifty percent improvement rate with the proposed method are twelve, seventeen, fifteen, thirty and fifteen times for all the subjects respectively. The required iteration processes for also achieving the eighty percent improvement rate with the proposed approach are thirty-three, forty-two, thirtyseven, eighty-seven and forty times for all the subjects respectively. The required iteration processes for also achieving the ninety percent improvement rate with the proposed approach are forty-eight, sixty-three, fifty-two, one hundred thirty-nine and sixty-two times for all the subjects respectively. In this experiment, we have got the highest level performance of 98.98% improvement rate for the human brain signal of the participated human subject 3 with the required one hundred times iteration process. In this research, we have got above ninety percent improvement rate for the participated human brain signal with the help of the proposed method. In this experiment, the highest one hundred thirty-nine iteration processes have been required to get the ninety percent improvement rate on the signal data of the subject 3. From the overall experimental results, we have observed that the several iteration processes will need for getting the improvement rate of the human brain signal data. The iteration process will continue to reach the acquired brain signal data into the desired improved signal data. The necessary of the iteration process will also depend on the generated human brain signal data. The iteration processes will stop while the acquired human brain signal data will closely relate to the desired improved brain signal data. 
C. Analysis and Discussion
After the result analysis, we have demonstrated that our proposed method was highly performed to acquire more than ninety percent performance of improvement rate with required iteration process. The highest percentage of improvement rate is 98.98% using our proposed method for the brain signal of subject 3 with one hundred iterations. The required maximum iteration process was one hundred thirty-nine to get 90.27% improvement rate shown in Table 1 . In Table 2 , we described the required iteration process for getting 50%, 80% and 90% improvement rate with our proposed method. Figure 3 has also explained the necessary iteration process to get the 50%, 80% and 90% improvement rate of participated brain signal. In earlier, more research works have been done based on the acquired brain signal with the help of existing methods. The highest percentages of existing research and this research have described in Table 3. In this table, it has demonstrated that the [16] highest recognition rate for brainwaves with radial basis functions (RBF) artificial neural network (ANN) is 77%. RBFs are generally [21] embedded into a feed-forward neural network with two layers that able to classify and model the artificial data. The highest [10] performance of success rate for the movement testing scenario using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier is 91.67%. The maximum emotion [2] recognition rate is 70% using brainwaves with the SVM classifier. Support vector machine (SVM) is a [19, 20] powerful classifier and is also able to give the better classification accuracy than others. The highest improvement rate is 98.98% for brainwaves of the participated human brain activities with our proposed approach in this research as shown in Table 3 . Figure 4 has also shown the highest level percentages of existing research and this research based on the human brainwaves. This graph has illustrated the highest recognition rate of seventy-seven percent, the highest success rate is 91.67%, and the highest emotion recognition rate is 70% based on previous researches and highest improvement rate is 98.98% based on this research using human brain signal. Radial basis functions (RBF) artificial neural network (ANN) used to get the brain signal recognition rate. Support vector machine (SVM) used to get the success rate and emotion recognition rate. In this paper, the proposed method has introduced for achieving improvement rate of human brain signal. Table 3 has briefly illustrated the maximum performance based on the previous researches and this research. Fig.3 . Necessary of iteration processes for getting 50%, 80% and 90% brain signal improvement rate 
V. CONCLUSION
The most significant issue of our research is to improve the human brain activities based on human brainwaves using the proposed method. The overall process for improving human brain activities has divided into following three steps. The first step is to get the human brain signal based on human brain activities, then improve this brain signal by change with the proposed method and finally use this modified brain signal for improving human brain activities with the proposed neuroheadset device. This proposed neuroheadset device will help to get the brain signal, improve this acquired signal and improve the human brain activity using this modified signal of that human brain with the help of necessary iteration process. In this paper, we have explained the first two steps like acquiring the EEGbased human brain signal and improving the EEG-based Copyright © 2018 MECS I.J. Image, Graphics and Signal Processing, 2018, 10, 46-53 human brain signal. We have also described a proposed method to improve the EEG-based human brain signal. In the experiment level, our proposed method helped to get above ninety percent improvement rate for all the participated humans. The highest 98.98% improvement rate has got for the subject 3 with 100 iteration process. In here, the required iteration processes were dependent on generated brain signal. Our proposed method will also help to improve the performance level of any kinds of activities and will also be able to make the highest level of performance of improvement. The proposed method has expected to act as supreme innovation to improve human brain signal in computer vision and artificial research domain.
